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Ben Shaw
I have spent the majority of my marketing career combining
creativity with effectiveness to solve problems for the world’s
biggest brands. I love collaborating to create strategies and ideas
people want to spend time with. I’ve built, grown and managed
teams and sat on the leadership board in London, LA and now with
Wheely. I relish creating cultures people want to spend time in built
on positivity, empowerment, and setting high standards.
> Director of Brand & Comms, Wheely / April ’21 - present
Joined the premium ride-hailing startup scaling up for global growth. I sit as part of the global executive team
representing marketing. I am responsible for global marketing strategy, creative brand output, supporting the local
marketing teams and creating go to market plans. In my first 3 months I’ve delivered a new brand positioning, idea,
and led on restructure of the marketing operations globally and locally.

> Chief Strategy Officer, BBH LA / June ’20 - March ‘21
Offered the opportunity to move to LA to run the agency's fastest growing office which specializes in the
intersection of brands, technology and entertainment. I formed part of the trio running the agency alongside the
CEO and CCO. During my time there I pitched endlessly, worked on Activision Blizzard and other gaming client
projects and helped launch a TV show for Samsung. I joined remotely from the UK working LA hours but sadly called
time on the family dream thanks to the pandemic making it impossible to relocate.

> Head of Strategy / March ’18 – May ‘20
Promoted to be BBH’s youngest Head of Strategy tasked with transforming our strategic offering to be more diverse
and digital whilst improving our creative output. I oversaw us win the IPA Effectiveness Agency of the Year in 2018
and 2020 as well as a number of famous creative highlights for Audi, Google and Burger King. I led thought
leadership speaking at industry events and was Editor for our global think piece BBH Labs. I revamped the Data &
Insight team and brought them back into the department whilst also creating a new bespoke process for our
strategy work. I proudly hired and ran a very diverse department of 35+ strategists across multiple disciplines and
implemented new resourcing, management and training programmes. I sat on the agency leadership team, led
pitches including the seminal Audi re-pitch after 36 years and ran our flagship creative accounts.

> Head of BBH LIVE / Jan ’15 - Feb ‘18
Whilst leading strategy on a number of accounts I created and led a new unit of 30+ social specialists building it
from scratch to deliver globally award winning social work. We won multiple pitches, including the multi-million
pound Tesco social account, and won US & EU new business projects separate from core BBH. I managed the P&L,
wrote the proposition, hired and fired alongside leading the creative & strategy and reported directly to the CEO.
To support the agency's transition to deliver a credible integrated offering we re-embedded Live into the agency.

> Strategy Director / Aug ‘13 – Feb ‘18
Promoted to Strategy Director - the youngest in BBH history. I led pitch winning strategy for Pirelli and Ladbrokes
and global brand relaunches for Dove Men+Care and Mentos. I also led the digital and social strategy for Audi
which resulted in my creation and development of BBH LIVE.

> Strategist / Sep ’08 - Jul ‘13 inc. 7 month Unilever Secondment
Joined BBH on the graduate scheme beating 900+ candidates. Lead strategist Google Chrome EMEA. Created a
game for Barclays. Integrated global campaigns for Axe including co-authoring a Cannes Effectiveness Grand Prix
paper. The Axe EMEA Marketing Director requested I be seconded client side to the Axe team to help their digital
transformation. Launched the Headspace meditation app. Launched Spark - a digital rapid idea unit.

>Box UK web strategist Sep ‘07 - Aug ‘08
My first graduate role learning the basics of UX, consumer journeys and analysing digital behaviours.

>Education
2:1 Psychology BSc, Cardiff University, Sep ‘04 - Jul ’07

>Outside work
I can talk for days about football, gaming & film

